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Thank you so much for joining us on this 7 day
challenge. The idea is to help get us all back outside,
enjoying the fresh air.

First things first, don't worry or feel nervous! There is
nothing scary! And there's no planning involved.
Whew!

With the help of my family, I've created this to work
with kids or on your own. Each day is a little bit of fun,
pushing us a little outside of comfort zone and a step
closer to swapping some indoor habits for the fresh air
benefits. 

These 7 days are about doing all of us doing it together
- so if you are feeling nervous, reach out - say hi. I'd
love to hear from you.

Love,

welcome!welcome!

Emma, H & F 
Owner of Little Hotdog Watson, mum to two little hotdogs.



In 2013 I fell into a black hole of grief and I couldn't
find any light. A wise person told me the best thing to
do was to put one foot in front of the other in the fresh
air everyday. Even if some days that only meant
standing just by my door.
-
Two things happened. 
-
We made a decision that we would change our work /
life balance situation and two it became the start of a
journey to get outside despite not being a natural
'outdoorsy' kinda person.
-
Through my business Little Hotdog Watson I've
created hats that make getting outside with little ones
easier, with the challenge I also want to create a way to
break down the barriers to getting outside.

Sometimes that's as simple as doing it with someone
and taking baby steps like I did and still do some days. 

my storymy story
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Welcome video
FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE 

WATCH THE VIDEO

Hello there, I'm so happy you've joined us for the 7-Day Fresh Air Club
challenge! Allow me to properly welcome you and introduce
myself. Click the button below to watch my welcome video.

https://youtu.be/rbr5gETzIsg
https://youtu.be/rbr5gETzIsg


I've jotted a few things down below to get you started. A bit of prep to
relieve any anxiety and get you feeling excited for the next 7 days. 

FOLLOW ON SOCIAL 

We want to share the journey together so
make sure you are following along on
either Facebook or Instagram
@LittleHotdogWatson - please say hello!

11
SET CALENDAR

REMINDER

PRINT YOUR
CHALLENGES

TELL A FRIEND

WRITE YOUR WHY 

Set a reminder on your phone or calendar
for Sunday evening so it's fresh in your
mind. 22
Print the 7day challenge page or handwrite
it and stick it somewhere you'll see first
thing in the morning, like the fridge. 33
Share what you're doing with a
friend/family member. If you feel
comfortable share the reason you're doing
it with them too. 

44
Write down why you chose to do the
challenge and how you would like to
feel at the end of the 7 days.  

55

How to get started
THE FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE
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Here's what to expect at the end of the Fresh Air Club 7 Day Challenge. 

You will have overcome any worries about spending
time outside and broken the first barrier to getting
outside more. 

You will have 7 ideas that you can draw on at any time to
keep your new outside habits up so you never get stuck. 

You will have had FUN! This challenge focuses us on 
 realising the joy of outside, without needing a big
purpose. 

You will know that you are not alone in finding it hard to
get out + you will have found other people who
understand the challenges.

Most importantly with all that fresh air, you will feel a
zing in your step and an extra sparkle in your smile!

By the end of this
challenge

THE FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE
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Here are some things that are REALLY important to remember.

You can't fail at this. You have already passed with
flying colours because you signed up.1

2

3

4

5

Sometimes life gets busy. If you need to swap a challenge day
around to make it work for you, DO!  

Keep sharing. Remember, however you're feeling someone else
will be feeling the same too. 

TAG @LittleHotdogWatson #FreshAirClub challenge so we
can celebrate our wins together + support each other.  

Be proud of yourself. It's never easy to start something
new. So just know you're totally amazing! 

Challenge Reminders
THE 7  DAY FRESH AIR CLUB CHALLENGE
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Prep a bag of all basic things you need to
take and put it by the front door. At it's
simplest you'll need water, keys,
(sunscreen if hot) umbrella (if not)
.

A Go Bag

GET YOUR CLOTHES READY 

GO GET THEM NOW!

GRAB THE EXTRA BITS 

Tools and
Resources

THE 7  DAY FRESH AIR CLUB CHALLENGE
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A pair of gloves (marigolds will do) + a
carrier bag.

Practical Bits 

Choose something you've fancied reading
for a while + pop a notebook + pen beside
your bed. 

Extra Bits



the xyzthe xyz
challengechallenge

We're kicking things off on 17th January. It's officially BLUE
MONDAY but we are going to change that and make it the best
Monday ever! 

Mark Your Calendar
THE 7  DAY FRESH AIR CLUB CHALLENGE
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START DATE

17 January, 2022

END DATE

23 January, 2022

LOOK OUT FOR

daily motivation stories  

BE SURE TO 

join our social
channels 



Join the
giveaway

1

2

3

To enter post a picture on Instagram or
Facebook doing your daily challenge 

Tag @LITTLEHOTDOGWATSON and add
the hashtag #FreshAirClubChallenge

As a little incentive for the challenge every day for the 7
days we will be selecting one winner at random to receive

a  Little Hotdog Watson hat or pair of sunglasses.

JOIN THE GIVEAWAY

You can tag or post on your feed or stories.
If you have a private account we won't be
able to see it so please DM it too.
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Write down honestly why you wanted to take part in the challenge, it
could be a resolution, a feeling, anything. It's personal to you. 

where
you

are now

where
you

want to
be

Are there any barriers / obstacles for this challenge? What can you do to
plan / tackle them? 

How would you like to feel at the end of the challenge?

Goal Setting
THE FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE
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Day 1 Drink Alfresco - take a drink you would normally have
inside, outside. You don't need to go far, sit on the
doorstep. 

Day 2 Hug a tree - yep, you read that right. Head out the
house and walk/roll till you find a tree and hug it.

Day 3 Bird Walk - head out and stay out until you've spotted
10 birds. 

Day 4 Love Notes - take a pen and walk / roll until you find a
stone. Write a positive message or draw a smiley face on it
and hide it. 

Day 5 Give Back - grab your gloves and a bag. Stay out until
you've collected 10 pieces of litter. 

Day 6 Watch the world go by - find a place to sit and watch the
people, vehicles, animals. Stay until you've hummed your
favourite song. 

Time for you - choose a book, magazine, podcast or call a
friend and head outside. Stay till you've finished reading
or chatting.

Day 7

Daily Overview
THE FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE
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DAY 1
Drink Alfresco - designed to
ease you in with a small change
you can make today and
everyday.

DAY 3
Bird Walk - hones patience  and
aids restfulness.

DAY 5
Give Back - feel good and
makes where you spend time
outside a nicer place to be.

DAY 7
Time for you - remembering
that time outside doesn't
always need to be active. It can
be calm + relaxing too. 

DAY 2
Hug a tree - increases the
hormone oxytocin to help
feelings of calm 

DAY 4
Love Notes -Inspires kindness +
feelings of positivity in your
community.

DAY 6
Watch the world go by - as you
hum you will introduce a sense
of calm.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You've done it! You are
amazing!!
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Daily Overview
THE FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE



What if there's no trees near me?

Alternatives
SOME EXTRA HELP 
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What if I live in a bird free area?

What if there isn't any litter? 

What if there are no stones?

Find a piece of grass and sit down and stroke the grass, so you can take a
moment to connect with nature. 

Choose something else to count so you can take in your surroundings like
10 puddles or 10 bus stops. 

Take a cloth and clean your road sign.

Give out a compliment instead and make someone smile. For example 
you could 'Great coat'  or 'Lovely smile'  



Day 1 Eat Alfresco - take a meal or snack you would normally
have inside, outside. You don't need to go far, sit on the
doorstep or create a picnic

Day 2 Climb a tree - check it's sturdy enough first! 

Day 3 Nature  Walk - head out and stay out until you've
spotted 10 birds, 5 dogs + 1 cat. 

Day 4 Love Notes - Write a positive message or drawing and
hide 3 stones. 

Day 5 Give Back - grab your gloves and a bag. Stay out until
you've collected 20 pieces of litter. 

Day 6 Watch the world go by - find a place to sit and watch the
people, vehicles, animals. Stay until you've hummed your
favourite 2  songs. 

Time for you - choose a book, magazine, podcast or call a
friend and head outside. Stay till you've finished reading
or chatting. Spend 5 minutes with your eyes closed after.

Day 7

Want to ramp it up 
THE FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE
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Day 1 - how are you feeling?

Day 2 - how are you feeling?

Day 3 - how are you feeling?

Day 4 - how are you feeling?

Day 5 - how are you feeling?

How do you feel?
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Day 6- how are you feeling?

Day 7 - how are you feeling?

Thinking back to the start of the challenge how do you feel in
comparison?

What have you learnt over the last 7 days? 

What would you like to aim for next?

How do you feel?
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You did it - you completed the 7 days! Well done and a massive pat
on the back.

I hope  you are feeling fantastic and really proud of yourself.

The first steps (excuse the pun) to spending more time outside are
often the hardest so just taking on the challenge is something to be
hugely proud off. 

What next
Looking back on the challenges which were the ones you most enjoyed?

Consider how you could implement them into your regular routine.
Maybe Monday becomes an early morning coffee on the back door step
and a juice for the little one to start the week right.

Or a weekly litter pick on a Saturday morning.
  

Coming soon 
We are looking forward to bringing more challenges through 2022 to keep
on supporting + encouraging more time outside in the Fresh Air. Keep an
eye on the newsletter for more details.  

You Did It! 
FRESH AIR CLUB 7  DAY CHALLENGE
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FAC20

Get 20%
off

the shop
Get 20% off your next purchase from our

online shop · Valid until 31/1/22 ·
Just use this discount code at checkout:

VISIT  THE SHOP AT LITTLEHOTDOGWATSON.COM


